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Shark ion p50 ic162 lightweight cordless upright
EUR 26.01 Addl. CostsUS $19.99 Weigh it Fri, January 8 - South, January 13 from McHenry, IllinoisGenu's original OEM SHARK part fits the Shark P50 IC162 IC160 AX912 NV770 NV7771 vacuum (s). We have several units available so the condition can vary and can show wear/scratch/scuffing but will be fully functional. These are mini
wheels that go to the front bottom of the nozzle head power. Genuine original part of OEM SHARK. Suitable shark P50 IC162 IC160 AX912 NV770 NV771 vacuum (s). We have several units available so the condition can vary and can show wear/scratch/scuffing but will be fully functional. See all 5 pre-product support lists informationGetting launched Product HelpTroubleshootingBattery - runtimeProduct ResourcesWarranty - manualsIndiving parts - accessoriesReviewsSelect your model number from the fall to write or read reviews for your model. We hope you love your ® product and we'd love to hear from you. Evaluate your product and leave a review!
Write a review At first glance, Shark ION P50 - IC162 may seem a little strange. The thin handle and large trash casing are a bit amazing to look at, but there are actually a few good reasons why shark engineers designed this vacuum this way. Overall, it is very comfortable upright, making it as advertised. Let's see what IC162 is all about.
Cordless for maximum agilityIt's not very common that we encounter wireless upright vacuum cleaners, so it's always interesting when we get a chance to try one out. The Shark ION P50 doesn't keep you tied up by long, bulky power cords, but instead it relies on a battery to power it. Being wireless, you can clean wherever you like. This
site is supported by readers. As an Amazon Associate we earn on qualifying purchases. 2-Brushroll MotorheadTwo brushrolls better than one. The ION P50 uses two brushes inside the motor head that work in tandem to collect large and small debris. The height of the hands is not regulated, but it is not so low that it will scratch hardwood,
tile or laminated floors. Convertible - Vertical, Stick, and HandheldThe unique shape and design of TheShark ION P50 IC162 is a support three in one system. It is vertically converted into a stick and portable vacuum easily, separating the body from the thin shaft. Turning it into a vacuum stick allows you to better get to cramped spaces
with the body obstructing movement. As a portable unit, you can detect clean overhead surfaces by attaching one of the cleaning tools (deep cleaning of the motorized animal tool and 18-inch flexi slit tool, and a few others that are sold separately) to the end of the hose and carrying the trash housing on the other hand. Up to 50 minutes
RuntimeOn full charge, 2900-mAh battery can deliver 50 minutes of continuous cleaning time. From completely empty to full, it takes a maximum of three hours to fully recharge. By wireless vertical standards, this is actually one of the most durable and fastest chargers we've ever seen. Bravo, shark! Removable Battery PackThe Battery
Vacuum Stick can be charged either by mounting it on the charging dock or plugging the charger into the battery while still attached to the vacuum cleaner. The amazing thing about the included charging dock is that it can charge two batteries at once. The sad thing is that the ION P50 comes with only one battery back. To increase your
running time, we recommend buying another battery. The large DustbinThis upright vacuum cleaner comes with a large 600-ml trash can which, we found, can hold on to a few cleaning sessions worth of dust before needing to empty. A large landfill is always preferable because it reduces the frequency of having to open a vacuum and
toss content that can scatter on the floor. True HEPA Filter and Anti-Allergen Print For those of you who suffer from pets and/or seasonal allergies, we have some great news for you! Shark ION P50 IC162 uses a True HEPA filter that traps particles up to 0.3 microns in size up to 99.97% of the time. It's small enough to catch dust mites,
their waste and eggs, dander, pollen, and most dust stains, and this prevents them from flying out of the vacuum exhaust port and going into the air. But that is not all! The stick vacuum is also made with an Anti-Allergen seal that stops dust particles from seeping their way out of the device. Clean floors, clean air, clean house! Easy-toClean BrushrollOne is the biggest hassle about cleaning after pets and even people are dealing with strands of fallen hair. The shark does not have an anti-tangle brush so long hair tends to get stuck in brushrolls. However, it's very easy to clean - by lifting the motor head up, you can remove the tangled hair by ishing it with scissors. Be
sure to make a higher sink or bin so that hair and fur don't fall on the floors. No on-board StorageDespite coming with clearance attachments, the ION P50 does not come with a specialized compartment that holds on to attachments when not in use. This is not the biggest of the deals, since the bin housing needs to be separated when
converting out a vertical stick or portable unit, but we need to be mindful of where we put it. Related Sharks Vertical Vacuum Articles Single Reviews Shark L'601 Lift Away Self Cleaning Clean Vertical Vacuum Shark ION P50 - IC162 Vertical Vacuum Shark Navigator Self Cleaning Brushroll NO62 Vertical Vacuum Shark A1002 APEX
Vertical Vacuum Comparison Article Shark NV356E NV360 vs. NV370 Shark NV500 vs. NV501 vs. NV501 NV501 The IC162 is an excellent vertical vacuum cleaner. The fact that it can convert into a stick vac and portable unit just makes it much bigger. With a True HEPA filter and anti-allergen print, there is little hope for dust and
allergens to crawl out of the trash cans. Our recommended vertical vacuums are 17.1 pounds. Lift-Away 30 feet Cord17.7 pounds. The washing filter is 25 feet Cord13.6 pounds. Lift-Away 25 feet. The most powerful vacuum CordShark. DuoClean double brushrolls on floors and steam carpets with a zero-M self-cleaning brushroll for
nonstop hair removal. Bissell Pure Kind of Turning Pet gives you the outstanding performance you would expect from a floor care expert company at a great price. Equipped with dynamic rotary steering, the Shark NV356E Navigator provides excellent control when maneuvering around furniture and other obstacles. Lift-Away 30 feet. The
most powerful vacuum CordShark. DuoClean double brushrolls on floors and carpets paired with zero-M self-cleaning brushes for nonstop hair removal.17.7 pounds. Washable Filter 25 feet. CordThe Bissell Pure Kind of Turning Pet gives you the outstanding performance you would expect from a floor care expert company at a great
price.13.6 pounds. Lift-Away 25 feet. CordEquipped with dynamic rotary steering, the Shark NV356E Navigator provides excellent control when maneuvering around furniture and other obstacles. This site is supported by readers. As an Amazon Associate we earn on qualifying purchases. Last updated for 2020-12-22/Most affiliate links
and/or images from Amazon Product Advertising API ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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